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There is a significant amount of synergy between virtual reality (VR) and the field of robotics. However, it has only been in

approximately the past five years that commercial immersive VR devices have been available to developers. This new

availability has led to a rapid increase in research using VR devices in the field of robotics, especially in the development

of VR interfaces for operating robots. 
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1. Introduction

Even though the concept of virtual reality (VR) has been around since the 1960s , its usage in the field of robotics has

only been widely adopted in robot-assisted surgery  and robot-assisted rehabilitation . However, there is a great

deal of synergy between VR and robotics . Robots can be used in VR to help provide more immersive VR experiences

by providing haptic feedback to users  or by providing items for user interaction . On the flip side, VR is an

enabling technology in robotics to provide immersive robot teleoperation , to aid in robot programming , to conduct

human-robot interaction and collaboration studies , and even to train individuals on how to collaborate with

robots .

The lack of VR integration in the field of robotics has been largely caused by the absence of availability and affordability of

commercial VR devices. In the past decade though, there has been considerable advancement to make VR devices with

immersive visualization and 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) tracking commercially available and relatively affordable. With

these advancements, there has been an increase in utilizing VR in the field of robotics. One area that has seen particular

growth is in utilizing VR devices for human-robot interaction and collaboration.

VR provides an opportunity to create more natural and intuitive interfaces by immersing users in a 3D environment where

they can view and interact with robots in 3D shared or remote environments. This can allow for better situational

awareness and easier interaction. Robot interfaces can be of two types, either teleoperation, where an operator controls a

robot’s end-effector, or shared-control, where an operator provides high-level commands to the robot. Both interface types

allow operators to control a robot from remote locations. This allows for robots to be used in dangerous, distant and daring

jobs and removes risk from the operator but keeps their knowledge and expertise in the loop. By using VR these

interfaces can be used in a wider application due to the immersive nature of VR.

2. Current State of VR Robot Interfaces

VR interfaces for operating robots have come a long way in the past four years. VR devices becoming commercially

available and affordable for many researchers has helped tremendously in furthering the state-of-the-art. There is also a

growing VR community to help support development, which lowers the barrier of entry for new developers. This is

particularly relevant in the area of system architecture and infrastructure for VR robot interfaces, as there are now several

open-source solutions in connecting ROS and Unity making it much easier to get started with VR robot interface

development. Additionally, there have been several works that show the promise of VR interfaces over traditional ones,

such as 2D computer interfaces. Overall, it has been shown that VR interfaces reduce task completion time, increase

operator performance, and are generally preferred over traditional interfaces. These works help support the need for

continue development in VR interfaces for robot operation.

Although, there has been a significant amount of foundational work in VR robot interfaces, there are still several areas that

require further development. For example, there has been a significant amount of work in creating VR teleoperation

interfaces, even though, teleoperation may not always be a viable option and a shared-control interface may be more

appropriate solution, especially for complex systems. However, there has been limited research in shared-control VR

interfaces despite the fact that these interfaces bring the advantage of allowing the robot to act semi-autonomously, which
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in turn allows the user to only provide input when needed and focus on the critical elements of a task. In addition, most VR

interfaces so far have been designed for robot manipulators, aerial robots, or mobile robots. At the moment, there is very

limited work in using bipedal humanoid robots. Humanoids are general purpose platforms though and can easily be used

in diverse environments designed for humans. However, they are complex dynamic systems and can immensely benefit

from the immersive and 3D interaction environment that VR devices provide.

Furthermore, as VR interface development continues, it is important to continually evaluate the usability and likability of

these new advancements among users. It is also important to evaluate these interfaces in real-world applications with

actual potential users of the systems.
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